
Everything is Temporary 

 

What temporary thing are you resisting? 

Some of us spend a considerable amount of time resisting things we cannot 

change.   How easily tangled we become as we resist that which is outside of our 

control. 

In Perspectives IV Kaliq chases freedom from a father that has disappointed him 

on numerous occasions.  I can’t say I blame him; Calvin Hughes is a piece of work 

to say the least.  But who isn’t.  I mean really, we’ve all stumbled, and we’ve all 

faced obstacles.   I doubt there’s a single person who hasn’t had to overcome 

some adversity or situation that at the time seemed as if it would destroy the very 

fabric of their existence.  But alas we come through these trials, resurfacing more 

resilient, or further broken.  That being said even these trials and ending results 

are themselves temporary.    

I couldn’t tell you if this should be reassuring or cumbersome, but it’s definitely 

facts.    

This cold freezing morning I walked through the park tempted to be saddened by 

the starkness of the bare trees.  The absence of the vibrant green leaves of 

summer and spring left me anticipating nicer weather.    

How nice it would be to pass through and see trees filled with fluffy halos of 

leaves.  To hear birds chirping, to see joggers moving admits a beautiful spring or 

better yet sunshiny summer day. 

I was so ready to forsake snow, ice, and biting cold temperatures.  As I walked on 

out of the park my mood was a little soured.  I continued walking; invisibly 

bopping to Pandora radio, when a smile forced its way into my thoughts.  

Spring is right around the corner, I thought.  And like everything else in life, winter 

too is temporary.  Why was I wasting valuable moments not feeling good over 

something as temporary as the seasons?  The best thing about them is that just 

when you’ve had enough they change. 

What do you do with that?  I guess that’s up to you to decipher.    



I made up my mind that very moment not to give so much attention and energy 

to temporary things outside of my control.  The universe has a way of working it 

all out.   

Refocused I turned my attention away from resistance, away from that yearning 

for spring.  Those feelings weren’t serving me. In fact those thoughts of resistance 

were bringing nothing but reasons to not feel good, and who really could afford 

that?  As a matter of fact those very thoughts were a threat to whatever good I 

needed to attract for my daily journey.  One I’d rather stock with the positive 

energy of believing in infinite possibilities.   As I continued my walk it then 

occurred to me that often times the path of least resistance yields the most 

beneficial of results.   

Everything is temporary, even feelings.  Don’t give the things you cannot control 

the power to negate your emotions, especially if your intention is to attract 

positivity into your life.   Energy goes where attention flows.   
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